Club membership free of charge
Many children and adolescents from families with low incomes are denied the
chance of club membership, as most clubs have reached their limits with the
financing of their offers.
For this reason, the SiB-Club e.V. works together with the Hamburg Bezirksamt and
the Hamburger Sportjugend to enable free membership for children from this group
of people.
This is possible for children who are entitled to funds from the Bildungs- und
Teilhabepaket BuT as well as children from foster families or families with a low
income.
Entitlement to Bildungs- und Teilhabepaket BuT:
The SiB-Club e.V. works together with the Bezirksamt and settles the fees directly
with the Bezirksamt. For this purpose, current performance notices
(Leistungsbescheid) must be continuously submitted to the SiB-office (the follow-up
notification must be submitted immediately after the expired notification without
any gaps).
Entitlement to the BuT usually exists if the family receives e.g. Wohngeld,
Kinderzuschlag, SGBII or SGBXII benefits or asylum seeker benefits.
In order to document the child's entitlement to BuT benefits, their name must be
listed in the family's notification of benefits (Leistungsbescheid).
Children from foster care or financially families with low income:
These children can also benefit from free membership. This is where the “Kids in the
Clubs” campaign launched by the Hamburger Sportjugend comes into play, which
aims to enable children and young people from families with low incomes to become
members of the club free of charge.
Who pays the contribution?
The fee for "free membership" is 15 € and includes participation in courses and use of
the TALA300. The TALA300-card can be picked up in the SIB office. This contribution
is fully covered by the participation benefit.
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How does membership in the SiB Club become free of charge?
If you present us with a current notification of benefits (e.g. ALG Leistungsbescheid,
SGBII or SGBXII Leistungsbescheid, Wohngeld, Pflegschaft, etc.), you instruct us to bill
the BuT services or kids-in-the-club services in your name.
If you have chosen "Free membership" on your application for membership, you
have asked us to apply for funding. Otherwise, the submission of your current
notification is deemed to be a corresponding assignment.
The switch to "free of charge" is possible at any time - regardless of whether a
membership is new or already existing!
Each Leistungsbescheid has a limited validity. Notices about benefits from SGBII,
Wohngeld and Kinderzuschuss must be continuously and seamlessly proven. Notices
about SGBXII or asylum benefits are always very short-term and with a short
duration; In this case, an up-to-date notification only needs to be submitted to the
SiB Club once a year by April 1st after the initial application.
Please submit your Leistungsbescheid (e.g. scanned or photographed by email, or
copy by mail) whenever you receive a new notification! Thank you very much for this.
Otherwise, you will receive a reminder to hand it over in good time, .
Important: Only ONE club membership per child can be funded. If the BuT service is
already being used in another club (or in the music school), free membership in the
SiB Club is not possible. In this case, the respective membership fees have to be paid
by you.
We will be happy to answer any questions you may have on the subject of "free
membership" in person at the office - please contact us!
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